
 

Guillermou

Professor Byram Bridle mentioned that the spike protein was associated with the formation of Lewy

bodies, which is linked to prion diseases. He expressed concern that vaccines could cause prion diseases

such as dementia, Alzheimer's and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. Several links to Jessica Rose's article on

COVID vaccines and prion diseases. Stephanie Seneff on prion disease and COVID vaccines. Bart Classen

linking vaccines and prion diseases. stevekirsch.substack.com/.../proof-covid-vaccines-cause-prion  .---

jessicar.substack.com/.../prion-diseases-are-no-joke  .---- RUBBERY CLOTS & PRION-LIKE PROTEINS

drtesslawrie.substack.com/p/rubbery-clots-and-prion-like-proteins?utm_..  (04/2024),.------------.

According to molecular geneticist Dr. Michael Nehls, the C-19 vaccine “is a biological weapon against the

brain.” The spike protein, Nehls continued, attacks what he called “the mental immune system,” expose-

news.com/2024/04/04/mrna-covid-injections-is-about-the-human-mi..  (04(2023).-- Investigative

journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19 “vaccine” injuries and deaths in an

updated list on her website.

A new study in the Journal of Neurology examines possible links between the P�zer and Moderna

vaccines and acute central nervous system (CNS) demyelination, including multiple sclerosis.

Demyelinating diseases damage the protective covering surrounding nerve �bers in the brain, optic nerves

and spinal cord, causing neurological problems. UK researchers are studying two additional cases of

functional neurological disorder (FND) in women in their 30s after receiving Covid-19 vaccines.
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Guillermou

180 Canadian doctors fully vaccinated against COVID-19 have died suddenly or unexpectedly since

the rollout of mRNA COVID-19 vaccines A petition by scientists led by Linda Wastila called for Covid-

19 vaccines to be disapproved. 57 authors from 17 countries have signed an endorsement urging that

Covid-19 vaccines be suspended.. sharylattkisson.com/2023/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-

vaccine-concern..  (09/2023).--- www.globalresearch.ca/180-canadian-doctors-died-suddenly-rollout-

covid..  New research in Turkey has found that injecting mammals with COVID-19 coronavirus

"vaccines" causes autism and reduces neuronal counts in the brain.

www.theepochtimes.com/health/covid-19-shots-linked-to-autism-in-vaccin..  (2024).-- The United

States has recorded more than one million excess deaths among people over 65 since the FDA

approved the �rst COVID-19 vaccines. www.shtfplan.com/conspiracy-fact-and-theory/u-s-records-

over-1-million..  ( 04/2024),.--- British MP calls for “COVID cabal” to face death penalty for crimes

against humanity. www.globalresearch.ca/uk-lawmaker-stuns-parliament-call-members-covid-..

 (03/2024).-- Steve Kirsch to Sue Springer Nature for $250M over its “unethical retraction” of paper

about COVID-19 vaccine harms.

kirschsubstack.com/.../were-suing-springer-nature-for-250m  (04/2024).-- Japan leads the way in

holding Big Pharma and politicians accountable for COVID vaccine genocide

twitter.com/.../1782380798127009793  (04/2024).-- BREAKING: CHD ASKS SUPREME COURT TO

HEAR CASE ALLEGING FDA MISUSED EMERGENCY POWER TO AUTHORIZE COVID SHOTS FOR

CHILDREN childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-lawsuit-supreme-court-fda-emer..  (04/2024).-
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juststeve

Gui, this is unfolding like the most terrifying horror movie ever made, followed by sequels each more

terrifying than the last. Bad enough all the damage caused or possibly caused by the Spike, but

shedding prions and one doesn't even have to have had the Jab. Depopulation accomplished? Serial

Killers doesn't cover it. Crimes against Humanity falls short. What the N*** Party did seems like rank

amateurs, the Gang that Couldn't Shoot Straight. Is this going to be the Perfect Crime Nat has

expressed, because at the end there will be no one left who remembers who they were, or what

happened? No need for coverups - there will be no one left. I told you so is lame compensation.
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juststeve

Gui, the information contained in your links are hair rising. So bad it could make hair stand on a egg.

Undefendable to be where We, the People, Humanity �nd ourselves today. So much of these very

identi�able nothing less than Death Sentences almost right out of the Gate! Yet, here we are years

later and still in the Legacy Media Machine the message Safe and Effective still stands as their

Foundation.
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stoneharbor

Thanks, Gui for the many links to early warnings of vaxed-caused prion diseases. Now we know it's

also a shedding-caused disease. So, being unvaxed is no absolute protection. Prion diseases are

airborne, so carriers are more dangerous than leprosy carriers. Leprosy is a bacteria that takes hold in

our bodies very slowly, and progresses very slowly, and is curable. And is di�cult to contract, as our

bodies can combat it fairly well if we have a strong immune system. I'm not sure we have any of these

advantages when exposed to prion disease via shedding. Until we have more data on how strong the

contagion is, I think staying away from close contact with others may be a good rule. How close is

"close"? That is the question. Certainly, breathing "common air" is what exponentially magni�es the

threat here. Maybe we will all develop "elevator paranoia" for a while until we know more. Alan845's

case notes are worth reading a few times.
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Guillermou

Thanks Just and stoneharbor. The reality is that mRNA “vaccines” are a criminal attack on people's

health. A quick look at the greatest disasters and genocides that have occurred throughout history

have been activated by the covid psychological operation in terms of massively reducing the world's

population under the pretext of protecting health. C-19 vaccines have created a deadly alliance with

graphene, mRNA and nanotechnology. This deadly alliance hides lipid nanoparticles, the tiny carriers

designed to transport genetic material deep within human cells. expose-

news.com/2023/07/02/covid-vaccines-deadly-alliance-graphene-mrn..  (02/07/2023).------ The

Kingston Report produced a summary explaining why Chinese virus injections meet none of the

scienti�c and clinical criteria for a vaccine, yet perfectly match the criteria for a biological weapon.

Said report has the mission of at least removing covid jab biological weapons from local communities

by allowing law enforcement to forcibly remove them. The group running the page produced a

DEMAND letter stating that all law enforcement authorities in the United States have the authority at

this time to take action to eliminate these nanoparticle injections from their communities.

karenkingston.substack.com/p/unlocked-the-intelligent-and-brave  (07/24/2023).----- Most people

have heard about, read about, experienced, or a loved one has experienced physical harm from the

Fauci �u vaccines, including the most popular type, which includes blood clots, myocarditis,

pericarditis, heart attacks, strokes, and SADS (sudden adult death).

syndrome). However, there is more and much more harm than all that, unfortunately. Here are the top

7 most UNEXPECTED adverse events from the toxic spike protein injections, and the attributed/linked

very serious health consequences chemicalviolence.com/2022-09-09-top-7-adverse-events-from-

covid-jabs.h..  (2022)
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Guillermou

Renowned molecular geneticist Dr. Michael Nehls has a theory. He has extensively studied the effects

of COVID-19 mRNA vaccines on the brain and believes it is the way these vaccines affect our minds

that made governments so eager to apply them to their populations. He recently sat down with Tucker

Carlson to talk about his book, The Indoctrinated Brain, and how these vaccines are affecting people's

minds. He explained how both the vaccines and the virus itself (which was engineered in a lab, funded

by the Chinese government, and funded in part by the US government) are vital components of a

widespread attack on the human brain that seeks to crush the individuality associated with Minds.

clear and healthy. Dr. Nehls stated that thanks to the brain alterations this causes, “we can be

conquered, and we would even accept it.” He also believes that "it is not about health, not even about

money, but about conquering the human mind." expose-news.com/2024/04/04/mrna-covid-injections-

is-about-the-human-mi..  (04/04/2024).---------- -------------------------------------------------- -----------------------

- FRIDAY HOPE: CURCUMIN II: INHIBITING SARS-COV-2, STI SPIKE PROTEIN AND PRIONS

wmcresearch.substack.com/p/friday-hope-curcumin-ii-inhibiting?utm_sour..  (04/ 2024).--
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Guillermou

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny joined Health Ranger Mike Adams on the “Health Ranger Report” to explain

vaccine damage mechanisms for COVID-19 shots; in other words, how dangerous injections harm the

body. Tenpenny and her associates held an educational webinar in May 2021 sharing these �rst 20

mechanisms, which was attended by thousands of people. A second webinar followed in July 2021, in

which she addressed 20 more mechanisms of injury caused by COVID-19 injections. According to the

host of “The Tenpenny Files: On Your Health” on Brighteon.TV, these vaccine damage mechanisms

alter human cells. They also affect the cardiovascular, central nervous and neurological systems,

among others.

He also said: “We saw personality changes in people who received two vaccines and a booster.” These

people, she added, were no longer the same after being injected. “Some of them became unable to

relate to others, while others lacked empathy.” Tenpenny also told the Health Ranger that all the recent

studies and news addressing injuries caused by the COVID-19 vaccine were not new, as what

authorities did was simply bury them and ignore the reality of what was happening during the last

three years. . “They were just buried, you just had to investigate to �nd them,” she continued.

www.brighteon.com/9dae524c-1fb5-4396-9580-3f2bd5135ac6  .(2024).-.--
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Guillermou

The largest global study of COVID-19 vaccine safety to date, conducted by the Global Vaccine Data

Network and published in the journal Vaccine, analyzed data from 99 million vaccinated people in

eight countries, looking for 13 medical conditions considered “events.” adverse events of special

interest. " According to the study, people who received the �rst to third doses of mRNA vaccines,

including those from P�zer Inc., BioNTech SE and Moderna Inc., had an increased risk of myocarditis,

an in�ammation of the heart muscle. The largest increase was seen after a second dose of the

Moderna vaccine. Additionally, the �rst and fourth doses of the same vaccine were linked to an

increase in pericarditis, or in�ammation of the thin sac that covers the heart.

braindamaged.news/2024-02-27-covid-vaccine-shots-neuro-blood-heart-con..  (02/2024).--
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sue2613

One million excess deaths means that there will be less SS to pay out. But those in power will cover

that up and cry poor.
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violetfairie

Gui, I can personally attest to what you laid out in the last paragraph. I was diagnosed with Multiple

Sclerosis in 2019. My lesions were in my brain. I changed my diet (Wahl's Protocol) and exercised.

Over time, I could feel my body and brain heal itself. I worked in a major hospital when COVID struck a

year later. In order to keep our jobs we were required to obtain all three jabs or be terminated from

employment. (Before anyone throws stones, I needed my job as it helped with bills and food.) I was

tremendously sick with each jab. Finally, I said "No more and no thank you." Word and memory

retrieval has become a huge issue for me. I am constantly exhausted. I do try to exercise, but I am

wiped afterwards. I also have a cardiac arrythmia. All of this started after the vaccines. I often

wondered if there were prion-causing agents in this vaccine. Now I know. I just wonder if it is too late

to institute any of the protocols Dr. Mercola has listed.
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Guillermou

Yes Sue and with more pro�tability for the chronic patients caused by the “vaccines” and the creation

of the C-19 virus. In an interview with Dr. Ghislaine Lanctt, author of the book “The Medical Ma�a”.

Asked who is part of the medical ma�a, she said: “At different scales and with different implications,

the pharmaceutical industry, the political authorities, the large laboratories, the hospitals, the

insurance companies, the Drug Agencies, the medical associations, the doctors themselves. , the

World Health Organization, the UN Ministry of Health and, of course, the world government are in the

shadow of money.” The pharmaco-medical industry, gigantic and all-powerful unscrupulous

companies, enriched at the expense of people's illnesses, not health, associate with public

organizations by introducing blackmail, bribery and bribery in their techniques.

Although the law expressly prohibits giving any type of gift to doctors, medical sales representatives,

pharmaceutical salespeople, buy from doctors in exchange for bene�ts, in order to sell their

medications, which the doctors dispense to their patients. The strategy consists, in short, of having

chronic patients, who have to consume all types of palliative products, that is, to treat only symptoms,

medications to relieve pain, lower fever, reduce in�ammation... but never drugs that can heal. to the

person
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Not only Alzheimer’s disease (AD) but may also increase Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Huntington’s

disease (HD).  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7595341
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Guillermou

Yes, prion diseases are invariably fatal neurodegenerative diseases of humans and animals that

attracted global attention after the detection of an outbreak of bovine spongiform encephalopathy

and its transmission to humans causing a variant of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. The agent that causes

prion diseases, called a prion, is an abnormal conformer of a host-encoded cellular protein known as a

prion protein. The fundamental event in the appearance of prion diseases appears to be the

conversion of the cellular prion protein into a pathogenic prion.

Transmission of prion diseases within the same species has been widely documented in sheep, cows,

deer, and humans. Modes of such transmissions include consumption of contaminated food,

accidental inoculation through medical or veterinary interventions, close animal-to-animal contact,

and transmission through environmental contamination. Depending on the host species, these

transmissions result from exposure to secretions or tissues known to harbor the infectious agent,

including the brain, spinal cord, lymphatic tissues, saliva, and blood.

link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007/978-1-4939-9544-8_47-1  (2024).------------ With nearly

2.5 billion worldwide already injected with spike protein bioweapons, and with nearly 200 million

Americans in a global medical experiment that puts the survival of humanity at risk, hospitals may be

overwhelmed by multiple diseases including long-term, slow-acting neurological damage with a prion-

induced protein folding disorder that irreversibly destroys brain tissue. www.brighteon.com/c5c1cbfc-

0b83-4231-8c46-9f586b407be5
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Guillermou

Prion disorders exhibit, in part, incubation periods, neuronal loss, and induce abnormal folding of

speci�c normal cellular proteins due to increased reactive oxygen species associated with

mitochondrial energy metabolism. These agents can also induce memory, personality, and movement

abnormalities, as well as depression, confusion, and disorientation. Interestingly, some of these

behavioral changes also occur in COVID-19 and mechanistically include mitochondrial damage

caused by SARS-CoV-2 (or as reported in other reports by C-19 “vaccines”). and the subsequent

production of reactive oxygen species.

Taken together, we hypothesize that, in part, long COVID may involve the induction of spontaneous

prion emergence, especially in susceptible individuals whose origin may explain some of its

manifestations following an acute viral infection. link.springer.com/.../s10571-023-01342-8  (2024).---

--------------------------------------------The short-term vascular effects of blood clotting from the Covid

“vaccine” progress, damaging the blood supply to organs and tissues. All of this can be enhanced with

toxic environmental pollutants, those that enter the diet, as well as manipulations to biology, vaccines,

5G, pesticides such as glyphosate and persistent organic pollutants.

and prions, cardiovascular and neurological diseases and cancer will be the true pandemic of the

future. Dr. Chris Shaw, an expert in neurology and elemental toxicity, warned that accelerated and

widespread neurological damage is now a very real possibility as the spike protein and mRNA

particles cross the brain barrier. thehighwire.com/videos/neuroscientists-concerns-about-covid-

vaccines/
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Guillermou

THE NAMES & FACES OF THE BILDERBERGERS WHO MANIPULATED THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

RESPONSE More than 150 Bilderberg members (of the 1,861 still alive) have played an important role

in the Covid-19 event. Many, perhaps most, of the following have actively served in various roles; This

page attempts to name and shame them and reveal the roles they have played. Many Bilderberg

members have repeatedly worked on pandemic planning; The group has been well represented in

such exercises for at least 20 years.

[7] Those with the most obvious links: -----Gro Harlem Brundtland 1982, 1983, presented A Spreading

Plague (2019 pandemic planning exercise) and attended Atlantic Storm and the February 2020 Global

Catastrophic Biohazard Prevention Exercise. ------Avril Haines 2017 American deep state actor who

participated in Event 201 and the February 2020 Global Catastrophic Biohazard Prevention exercises.

CIA Deputy Director 2013-15, Director of National Intelligence from 2021 -----Sam Nunn 1997, 1996

Extensive experience in pandemic planning, Operation Dark Winter, A Spreading Plague, February

2020 Global Catastrophic Biohazard Prevention exercise ---- Judith Rodin 2005 As president of the

Rockefeller Foundation she participated in the Lock Step exercise that envisioned a pandemic as a

means by which a techno-totalitarian government could develop ..in three link.

The article is very complete and interesting. expose-news.com/2024/04/28/bilderbergers-who-

manipulated-you-and-covid..  (04/28/2024). ---
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Guillermou

Dr. Bhakdi was one of the �rst top global doctors to warn about the deadly and debilitating effects of

the CV19 vax. He was right. Dr. Bhakdi says there is proof that if the injections reach the heart or the

brain, they will be damaged beyond repair. Dr. Bhakdi brings up one autopsy that found this and

explains, “In multiple parts of the brain in this deceased man, the doctor found the same thing. . . . He

found the damned spike proteins in the smallest capillaries of the brain. . . There is no repair because

what the doctor found was these small vessels were attacked by the immune system and destroyed.

The doctor found irrefutable evidence of brain cell damage of cells that are dead and dying. This poor

fellow died because his brain cells were dying.

. . . The same patient that died . . . . had this multifocal, meaning at many different locations,

necrotizing, meaning dying, encephalitis. . . . He had typical things being seen now in people post vax.

They lose their personality. They lose their minds. They lose their capacity to think. They become

demented. They can’t hear. They can’t speak. They can’t see. They are no longer the humans that they

were. They are destroyed human beings. Their brains are destroyed. The doctor found something so

terrible he had to publish right away COVID-19 VAX DESTROYS HEARTS & BRAINS OF BILLIONS OF

PEOPLE DR. SUCHARIT BHAKDI www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vax-destroys-hearts-brains-billions-

peo..  (2023)
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Guillermou

A review article, recently published in the journal Phytotherapy Research, de�nitively shows that

curcumin is, in fact, a potentially (and mostly proven) very powerful therapeutic in the treatment of

both COVID and prion disease. Vitamin D and Curcumin are perhaps the two “desert island”

supplements that I would de�nitely select. Additionally, curcumin has strong antiprion properties.

Since we are not only attacked by the prionopathic properties of the Spike protein, there are other

threats, such as the now con�rmed transmission of chronic wasting disease from deer to human in a

hunter who consumed an infected deer. This makes curcumin even more critical. Studies conducted

on the antiprion properties of curcumin are well documented.

The considerable body of existing literature has shown that curcumin prevented PrPsc aggregation,

decreased amyloid �bril formation, disaggregated alpha- and beta-amyloid structures, delayed the

onset of �bril formation, and slowed �bril growth. An experimental study in the animal model

illustrated that mice treated with low, but not high, doses survived longer than untreated controls.

Compaction studies targeting abdominal �brils by curcumin also revealed acceptable coupling

scores. CURCUMIN AS A NATURAL POTENTIAL DRUG CANDIDATE AGAINST IMPORTANT ZOONOTIC

VIRUSES AND PRIONS: A NARRATIVE REVIEW onlinelibrary.wiley.com/.../ptr.8119  (04/12/2024).--
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Guillermou

In an article by Dr. Mihalcea she reports that she is now detecting these structures in the blood of

unvaccinated people, as well as in those who received the injections. She believes this is due to

"shedding", the diffusion of nanoscale components from injected people to non-injected people. Dr.

Ana explains that these abnormal clots appear to consist of amyloid or prion proteins: ----1) Various

proteins can form amyloids, which are ordered aggregates of protein �brils. Some amyloid proteins

are associated with diseases such as Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD).

----2) Prions are infectious proteins. The protein molecule can misfold, creating a template that allows

self-replication. CJD is an example of a prion disease caused by an amyloid protein. A serious

concern with gummy clots that develop in people's blood vessels is that they cannot be dissolved by

conventional blood thinners. Interestingly, however, the hydrogels appear to bind very strongly to the

methylene blue (MB) molecule, and MB can be excreted through the kidneys.

drtesslawrie.substack.com/p/rubbery-clots-and-prion-like-proteins?utm_..  (04/16/2024)
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Alan845

The discussion of prions, their ability to be transmitted from vaxxed to unvaxxed, and their effects on the

body are particularly interesting due to my unvaxxed wife dying of multi-organ abdominal cancer in

January 2024. During summer, she enjoyed driving cruise ship passengers to local tourist venues close to

Tauranga, New Zealand, in a small minibus, spending several consecutive days over a 5 month period in

close proximity to vaxxed passengers. She also had vasculiitis, an autoimmune disease for which she was

prescribed immune suppressant medication. Looking at her blood test results for the last 4 years, her

lymphocyte count was normally 0.8, lower than the expected 1-4 range, due to her medication.

In the summer of 2020-21, when there were no cruise ships, this level remained at 0.8. However, during

the following two summers of 2021-22 and 2022-23, when cruise ships returned, her lymphocyte count

dropped by 75% to 0.25, returning to 0.8 once the season ended. In the most recent summer, 2023-24, her

count dropped again to 0.25. I strongly suspect that the �rst summer she was infected by prions or some

other shed particle from the passengers, which caused her cancer to begin to develop.

It was then held in check by her more robust immune response during winter or 2022 but grew again the

following summer until it �nally killed her in January this year. I am fully aware that this is circumstantial

evidence and that correlation does not constitute causation, but I believe that it could very well have

caused her death. I have found one other reference to a death with similar causes, and I would be very

interested in any comments relating to other examples of shedding being temporally or spatially related to

death by cancer or any other means.
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therealjones

I am sorry for your loss,
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stoneharbor

Thanks for your detailed story Alan. I am a total believer in the "viral load" effect on contracting any

virus. While at the beginning of Covid, there was undue concern with contraction from "surfaces", it

soon became obvious that the real threat to contamination was from airborne virions, and the more

dense the occurrence of the particles in the air, the more likely one would breath enough to have a

detrimental infection and not just an asymptomatic case. I think your theory that the same thing

happens with prions is believable. That is, the "load" in the air determines the threat. I also believe

your evidence that the immune system is critical in protecting us, somewhat.

I'm sure our immune systems are what kept many people asymptomatic from Covid before the vax

ever further weakened all immune systems subjected to the vax's threats. Once 2/3 of the world's

population was given some number of jabs, that part of the world was weakened forever as far as

immunity goes. And this means, all those people are more subject to lasting infections of all types, not

just a prion-related disease. Thanks so much for your effort to inform others: closeness to

contaminated individual should be considered a continual threat until we get credible evidence that

this whole situation is �nally blown away from us.
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rrealrose

Yes, may not be easy to overcome your wife's experience. This does not make anything easier, Atty

Tom Renz said his wife has cancer (unrelated to the shots) in this discussion with Sasha Latypova on

a recent Dr Drew show - (you will want to pay attention to several cancer bombs Sasha dropped, one

on FDA guidance written in 2013 and again in 2015 on the use of mRNA): "Is mRNA a Vaccine or Gene

Therapy? Why Does Dr. Drew Still Vaccinate Elderly Patients? w/ Tom Renz & Ex-Pharma Executive

Sasha Latypova  Ask Dr. Drew" - - rumble.com/v4rdqv5-is-mrna-a-vaccine-or-gene-therapy-w-tom-

renz-and-ex..  - - about 1.5 hr. long.
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Guillermou

All as a consequence of generic therapy. “MRNA is a gene therapy product and the only reason

anyone is questioning this is because big pharma paid off enough scientists to lie about this being a

question. P�zer, Moderna, and many other big pharma gangsters have acknowledged this in the past

but Google has done everything possible to scrub it from the internet. While I have an immense

amount of documentation on this from various sources I’m going to focus this article on a single

Moderna document that I think provides enough evidence, on it’s own, to end this “dispute” which

would not even exist if the corrupt media and fact checkers were not bought off by the same money

as the corrupt scientists.” “The risk factors to Moderna discussed throughout this document are

shocking and most of the biggest come down to the risk of developing and getting approval for a new

category of drug that has the potential to permanently alter your DNA and is already considered a

gene therapy.

The actual development cycle for this type of drug would be in the vicinity of 10-20 years and that is

for good reason.

The idea of putting something in your body that could permanently change the building blocks of your

humanity (your DNA) is a very big deal and exceedingly complex but but let’s not overlook the fact that

Fauci and others were involved with Moderna and likely receiving royalty payments. This was the key

to what occurred.” tomrenz.substack.com/p/mrna-its-a-gene-therapy-and-they?utm_source=pos..

 (02/04/2023)
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stoneharbor

OK, brace yourselves. I'm about to say something within this atmosphere of prejudice that almost

everyone here will want to push "out of sight" and to the bottom of the stack of comments. To set the

stage, we've all noticed that those who got the jab, especially more than one jab, tend to avoid all

conversations on the subject of side effects. They protect themselves by just turning a deaf ear to this

type discussion. Well, we now have the "contagion" factor when we talk about shedding, so we are now all

back in the boiling pot. So I am going to just state the obvious, but uncomfortable fact that the best

solution to avoiding shed prions is to stay away from other carriers, including all people, but also all other

breathing shedders such as pets.

Short of being able to do this, yes, we better all look at the FLCCC information on how to treat ourselves

for possible contamination from shedded prions. That's here: covid19criticalcare.com/reviews-and-

monographs/covid-mrna-vaccine-shed..  But I just want to mention that there has been, (now being

revealed), a "more safe" way to have lived through this threat of shedding, and some of us have managed

that, through no brilliant thinking on our part, but just by chance: That is, some of us may happened to

have lived separately from all other people, since the shots were �rst given in 2021.

Some of us have lucked out and had a very minimal exposure to shedding. Let's face it. Those are very

lucky people. If you are one of these people, you can thank your lucky stars. I think we need to

acknowledge that these people exist, and have a very strong right to avoid contact with shedders, and I

want to encourage people in this lucky situation to continue to protect their health. For the rest of us, I

think it's good to realize that a plan of "avoidance" of close contacts with others should not be

stigmatized. If we have to be close to shedders as part of our life, we should not try to force others to do

the same.
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stoneharbor

As of this Dr. Mercola article, I think it is well advised to not start acting like those who were vaxed

and who tried to get all other people to be vaxed. We should allow people who �nd they have been

spared exposure to other people to keep their exposures as low as they wish. We have no idea at

present how many years a "shedder", whether vaxed or not, will continue to be a vector for this prion-

causing disability. I think we should be careful ourselves, but allow others to be even more careful if

they wish and are able. My personal case is a relatively lucky one.

Though I lived with an unvaxed person during 2020, and contracted 2 different cases of Covid,

including the Delta variant that year, I moved and lived alone from the very beginning of 2021 until the

present, with very rare occasions of closeness to other humans since that time. I consider myself

relatively lucky. But I have always enjoyed dancing, and did contract the Delta variant from a dance I

attended late in 2020, and feel I may have picked up some shed material in 2021 from a group dance

lesson I attended, as I had recurring head aches for a few weeks after that event, when my history with

head aches before that was, they were very rare, and never lasted longer than 1 or 2 minutes.

Since that time, I don't have any other symptoms of having been exposed to shedding, but from what

we know now, the proof of being infected can be delayed for years, and possibly the best preventative

is to just treat ourselves with Ivermectin, regardless of our supposed risk. I really look forward to more

information on prevention in the future.
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TexasRed77

Just �nd out what the evil perpetrators are taking. They surely wouldn’t have released such a

contagion on the world without a guaranteed protection for themselves.
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Glastian

There seems to me an obvious angle that is never discussed. The perpetrators of this evil, and their

unjabbed corporate collaborators, don’t appear to be too concerned about shedding and participating

in life alongside the jabbed. Con�dent that they won’t suffer the effects of their own poison? It has

ways been my contention that whatever they unleash on Joe Public, they already have an antidote;

surely this has to be the case, surely they can’t be so stupid that they will take themselves down with

the unfortunates? And if these antidotes do exist, the culprits need to be made to reveal them. Then

hung, big time, no question.
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juststeve

One would think they would have an antidote for such a thing. Especially when more than a few had

more than enough information based on past history of the tech, those behind it would Cover Their

Own A***. But then again, there is plenty of evidence they appear to be NUTS!
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Guillermou

Yes. Early in C-19, scientists discovered that antibodies that attack the organism rather than the

pathogen—called autoantibodies—are important in the presence of Covid. Those people who had

autoantibodies that �ght interferons, a key component of the body's immediate response system to

pathogens, before encountering the coronavirus were more likely to suffer complications or die from

COVID-19. About 10 percent of patients with severe cases of Covid, most of them men over 55, had

these antibodies, compared to just 0.3 percent of the general population. Since then, dozens of

studies have found autoantibodies in people who have had COVID-19.

Up to half of people who have had the disease carry antibodies that can alter the immune system and

create autoimmune reactions. Reactions that can also be caused by vaccines.

www.nytimes.com/es/2023/11/27/espanol/virus-autoimmune-covid.html  (11/2023).---- Long COVID

(LC) encompasses various symptoms that last months after the initial SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Although the symptoms of LC are well described, the etiology of LC remains unclear and,

consequently, patients may be underdiagnosed. This scoping review describes the molecular and

cellular biomarkers that have been identi�ed to date with potential use for the diagnosis or prediction

of LC.

www.thelancet.com/.../PIIS2352-3964 (23)00117-2/fulltext (2023).---- Inconsistent and variable

differences in viral load, viral shedding, and secondary attack rates between vaccinated and

unvaccinated individuals, especially during omicron predominance, suggest that COVID-19

vaccination is unlikely to prevent a relevant proportion of transmissions to contact persons, taking

into account the relevance of the immunological status of the contact population.

www.mdpi.com/.../3  (2024)
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stoneharbor

Glastian, I think you give too much credit to the elite. This "vaccine" was no way investigated carefully

enough. That is obvious. There have been so many diseases now that cropped up after the "real test"

was conducted on the world population. I'm sure that many if not most of these are truly unintended

consequences. I don't mind hanging some people for releasing a drug that was not properly tested,

but to think that each and every illness that we can now trace back to this vax was known from the

inception of releasing the injections? That is giving far too much credit to evil minds. No, the evil was

the carelessness, not the fact that someone designed a vaccine that had all these hundreds of side

effects. That's too di�cult to put together. Why go to the trouble? Just develop something that hurts

the immune system, and you already have an (evil) successful vaccine that does nothing, but enriches

the pharma industry. That's my take on this.
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josephunger

Seriously, is the solution avoidance? That is a medical tactic. Not all exposed get sick. What is the

difference in those unaffected? That is where the healing power lies. This is witnessed in every

epidemic. Not all sicken. The mainstream medical approach is to go to war with the dis-ease. The

alternate perspective is called Salutogenesis, the focus on those factors promoting and restoring

health. This is where the miraculous happens.
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HeySeuss

Just wanted to comment that I searched for articles re your comment that prions are airborne.

Couldn't �nd any info on that occurring outside of a lab. A study where aerosolized prions were

sprayed around mice was 100% lethal.  As a bioweapon, I don't see a future for it yet. It needs

tweaking in terms of speeding up the desired result, which is death. Mad scientists are probably

working on this and on other bioweapons. The �aw I see in all bioweapons is they get out of control

with variations and mutations. Reliable remedies haven't been developed for the original version of the

weaponized disease and variations/mutations occur too quickly to keep up.  IMO, the Bill Gates' of the

world will circle back to executions via guns as more e�cient and less deadly to them......that is, if we

all survive their science experiments using diseases for population reduction
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shaglus

That ain’t living man.
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ms.libby

Curious, what do you mean by the pets to be avoided? Please explain. Do you mean pets owned by

people who have been vax'd?
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nothingsound

Personally watched a healthy vibrant woman of mid 70’s go from one who had some memory issues to

being put in a home within three months after the jab. Now she’s been transferred to full memory care

home. It has broken so many hearts to see this. But there were clues on the jab causing (developing)

dementia over two years ago.  Every single day it seems like I am so thankful that I did not get jab, did not

lockdown, that I lived in a state that didn’t lose its mind totally (a little lost but totally). Church family

where hardly anyone got the jab.  I a, also thankful for the comments and care here and from Children’s

Health Defense.
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jamNjim

I learned about prion disease from my wife who refuses to have anything to do with consuming any wild

game related to rodents (squirrels). Her knowledge of this is hands on (tribal knowledge) from working

with rodents in the lab for decades. Her specialty is Immunology, but she doesn't work with vaccines. She

studies autoimmune diseases. Rheumatoid Arthritis is her #1 area of study. She uses viruses like the

Adenovirus to transport mRNA instructions to the areas of the body that have the autoimmune symptoms

(gene therapy).

Mysteriously, she has lost a lot of lab mice/rats from Prion Disease. I don't think she ever made the

connection between mRNA and Prion Disease. I think she thought rodents were just inherent to having

this disease. I told her I've never witnessed a squirrel or any other rodents behaving like they had a

neurological problem. I would be seeing a lot of squirrels falling out of the trees! Somewhere in between

lies the truth and I believe the blame falls on Big Pharma! Leave programming our cells to GOD!
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grulla

Say "jim", thanks for posting about squirrels possibly shedding prions, as I just suggested the other

day to hunt them for food and pelts. Where I live, I must have the worst squirrel strain of all, ground

squirrels, which can also climb trees under duress, as my dog once proved a few years ago. Most

ground rodents are well known for various ticks, lice, and whatever, and some people have been

known to pour tick powder down rodent holes in hopes to curtail that, something I don't believe will

cure any prions directly, but maybe prevent???. Thankfully, my 16 Y.O old female wirehaired Griffon

pointer has gotten too old to chase critters anymore. That appears to be the same hunting breed that

S.D. Gov. Kristy Noem is defending herself on this morning's news for shooting a wild and unruly 14

month old wirehaired pointer puppy, which is a breed not well suited for being house pets as seen on a

few TV ads, and needs to run outdoors where today they could possibly attract prions.
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Nat

The list of neurological diseases linked to the injections is a long one and includes Motor Neurone

Disease. I have read that there has been a 16.5% increase in MND, although I don't know how that �gure

could be established. A friend was diagnosed in February and given three years but the progression of the

symptoms is alarming and I doubt that he will survive that long. He is 56 and has a wife and teenage son.

The number of friends and acquaintances in my age group who have succumbed to dementia in the past

two years is horrifying and, even more alarming, is that no-one makes a connection. So far it's been the

perfect crime.
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Guillermou

Dr. Bhakdi says there is proof that if the injections reach the heart or the brain, they will be damaged

beyond repair. Dr. Bhakdi brings up one autopsy that found this and explains, “In multiple parts of the

brain in this deceased man, the doctor found the same thing. . . . He found the damned spike proteins

in the smallest capillaries of the brain. . . There is no repair because what the doctor found was these

small vessels were attacked by the immune system and destroyed. The doctor found irrefutable

evidence of brain cell damage of cells that are dead and dying. This poor fellow died because his brain

cells were dying.

. . . The same patient that died . . . . had this multifocal, meaning at many different locations,

necrotizing, meaning dying, encephalitis. . . . He had typical things being seen now in people post vax.

They lose their personality. They lose their minds. They lose their capacity to think. They become

demented. They can’t hear. They can’t speak. They can’t see. They are no longer the humans that they

were. They are destroyed human beings. Their brains are destroyed. The doctor found something so

terrible he had to publish right away www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vax-destroys-hearts-brains-

billions-peo..  (11/01/2022)
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josephunger

A serious consideration is Protomorphogen therapy. Also, some more current research has been

suggesting that the trace mineral Lithium (de�cient in the food chain), may be helpful in clearing brain

debris. See The Promise of Lithium, Dr Guttoso MD.     www.promiseo�ithium.com  I have been using for a

few months and there seems to be some improvement in my symptoms of a microvascular brain

ischemia. The use of Lithium nutrient is not new. If I recall I was �rst introduced to it by Jonathan Wright

MD about 50 years ago.
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rrealrose

Haven't read through the book entirely, but Dr Michael Nehls has outlined several protocols in his

recent book "The Indoctrinated Brain" here's a link: www.amazon.com/Indoctrinated-Brain-

Successfully-Global-Freedom/dp/1510..
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sunshine11

Yes, Jonathan Wright recommended low dose Lithium for cognitive maintenance years ago. Dr.

Michael Nehls also enthusiastically recommended the same in his Tucker interview based on his

many years in alzheimer research. I've been meaning to order the book. Great you're seeing results.

I'm back to using it again after a decades long hiatus. The work and dedication it takes to try to stay

current with research drives me, maybe most here, as much to beat the diabolical ones at this game,

as health maintenance. That's to say, just don't let the whatever species of evil they are win - or better

yet, prevail and thrive against all odds.
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Country_Me

So much happened when my husband was in the hospital including he got a staph infection and

personality changes he never had before. I tried to get up with Renz Law but they never did reply to my

emails or phone calls. I guess they have more cases than they can handle? He didn't have any of the covid

vaccines but I am sure some of the hospital staff did AND I need to get the records because I THINK they

gave him a �u shot after he said to them "no vaccines". I even have a witness to some of their neglect. I

didn't �nd the witness, they found me.
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juststeve

You've brought up a very important point. Between those in the Medical Profession who got �red or

those already dead can not answer questions for sure. As this has progressed as badly as it already

has so far. How bad is it going to get when basically the vast majority of not only the Medical

Profession was coerced into taking multiple Jabs, but Academia, Military Personal, Law Enforcement,

our Youngsters and Young Adults continue dropping like �ies sprayed with DDT? A hostile enemy

would have a hard time �nding anything to compare to this hollowing what has been left of what has

already been dismantled in Industry, Farming, and so on.
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Guillermou

Yes, Dr.Ginge, good doctors and scientists are persecuted by the globalist elite, the Pharmaceutical

Ma�a and their government allies. Also, an Assembly (AB) bill introduced in the California State

Legislature seeks to penalize doctors who promote “misinformation” about the Wuhan coronavirus.

The proposal also calls on the state medical board to go after such doctors and expedite complaints

�led against them. Vaccine injury and epidemiology expert Dr. Meryl Nass, a member of CHD's

scienti�c advisory committee, denounced the proposal as "an attempt to legislate...what is true and

what is misinformation," and medical providers have to " follow that de�nition to the letter." She

compared the intent of AB 2098 to that of the Ministry of Truth in George Orwell's novel "1984," adding

that it seeks to "enforce a single truth." www.globalresearch.ca/california-bill-would-punish-doctors-

who-promote..  ( 02/24/2022)
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Phildavis

I begged and begged my brother-in-law not to get the shot. Now he's on the deadly number three. He

trusted a relative, some big-shot doctor in the northeast US. I was just a pleb in his eyes and an amateur

health expert.  My brother-in-law is having issues remembering anything, and I am afraid he has the

beginning of dementia.  Sometimes, plebs know what they are talking about
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rrealrose

Haven't read through the book entirely, instead Listened to several of his recent interviews. Dr Michael

Nehls has outlined several protocols in his recent book "The Indoctrinated Brain" here's a link:

www.amazon.com/Indoctrinated-Brain-Successfully-Global-Freedom/dp/1510..he was already on the

trail of dementia before covid broke out, so he expanded his work and now outlines possible protocols

to assist with brain function.
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NewlandsWanderer

Top UK oncologist Professor Angus Dalgleish speaks out about the cancer-causing covid mRNA jabs.

 rumble.com/v4rv4d0-professor-angus-dalgleish-covid-vaccines-devastatin..
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rrealrose

Thanks! Watched this yesterday, Dr Dalgleish gives an excellent summary of his experiences with

friends and patients in about 14 min. presentation (zoom call). Here's a link to the entire webinar:

Covid Vaccines - The Devastating Health Crisis in the Channel Islands & Around the World [Webinar] - -

rumble.com/v4ryjyt-covid-vaccines-the-devastating-health-crisis-in-the..  - - Webinar recorded Friday

26th April 2024 chaired by Senator Ron Johnson with Andrew Bridgen MP and esteemed medical

professionals including Dr. Peter A McCullough, Professor Angus Dalgleish, Dr. Dean Patterson, Dr.

Scott Mitchell, Dr. (got trunated) - 1.5 hrs long.
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Guillermou

Also. Researchers in Japan have found that cancer mortality is especially high after a person is

"vaccinated" against the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19), and especially after receiving a third

"booster" dose. John Campbell, PhD, recently discussed the peer-reviewed study on his podcast;

watch it below. He discussed what he reveals with Angus Dalgleish, professor of oncology at St.

George's, University of London. Campbell noted from the study �ndings that increases in all-cause

mortality increased in Japan from 2021 to the present. The study was conducted in Japan, so it

focused only on that country, but the �ndings can almost certainly be extrapolated to the United

States and other "fully vaccinated" countries as well. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/john-

campbell-japan-data-covid-mrn..  (04/15/2024).— www.youtube.com/watch  -ecfg

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

rrealrose

Hi Newlands, this was also tweeted on Sunday, the difference between science and religion? "Japan's

Most Senior Oncologist, Prof. Fukushima Condemns mRNA Vaccines as 'Evil Practices of Science' - -

www.aussie17.com/.../japans-most-senior-oncologist-prof  - less than 10 min, with English subtitles.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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MrPOrangi

Everything I've learnt over last few years leaves me in no doubt what so ever that polio vakscenes and

boomers absolutely crazy number of joint replacements are directly related.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

fuzzi1

And there it is.  My spouse took both P�zer shots at work, under pressure. Two days after the second shot

he couldn't recall his work hours, his duties. He was evaluated twice that same day, Occ health and his

PCP, both found him suffering from moderate dementia. A neurologist sent him for brain scans, which

showed no evidence of strokes, dementia. That was three years ago. His dementia is progressing.  Nice to

see an acknowledgment of what caused it, as none of the physicians could �gure out what happened to

him. (insert rolling eyes here) So, as an unvaxxed spouse, what can I do to avoid getting it?

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

abe5680

Well, I DID read the phrase "doctors are ba�ed" many times throughout these past years. This, sadly,

does not surprise me at all.  Many suffer such terrible cognitive dissonance also, which prevents them

from LEARNING. You cannot �ll a cup that is already full. I'm sorry to hear about your spouse. It's very

tricky to deal with at times, so hopefully you are taking some time for YOU. Best wishes. I feel that the

jabs aren't necessary the ONLY culprit, but there most certainly appears to be a massive epidemic, or

possibly PANDEMIC of dementia starting at the moment.  It's very sad and a particularly cruel disease.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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hoplitex

Dr. Michael Nehls recommends Vitamin D and microdoses of Lithium in his interviews with Tucker

Carlson, "The Indoctrinated Brain: Tucker Carlson Interviews Dr. Michael Nehls" (

rumble.com/v4n47dc-the-indoctrinated-brain-tucker-carlson-interviews-d..  ), and with Russell Brand,

“Our Brains Are SHRINKING At A Shocking Rate!!” | Dr Nehls On Mass Mind Control - Stay Free #353 (

rumble.com/v4ri9wx-our-brains-are-shrinking-at-a-shocking-rate-dr-nehl..  ).

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

VitoVino

A high school friend took 2 shots of Moderna in 2020 and last year developed a very rapid heartbeat of

170. At 62 years old, he had cardiac ablation to correct the problem. One month ago he lifted a heavy tool

box and injured his shoulder. It was then discovered that he had Stage 4 Cancer in his lungs, spine, and

throat. He was seeing a doctor regularly, getting blood work done every 6 months. The cancer was

undetected or grew within his body as a Turbo Cancer. The hospital is not giving him any hope of survival

and has sent him home after 10 days. He is fed through a direct tube to the stomach, has a Fentanyl patch

and takes a cocktail of drugs every 4 hours. From my understanding, if/when he chooses to do chemo at

this point, Ivermectin would be necessary to give it any real chance at working to slow down the cancer. I

will pass this article on to him, and I thank you Dr. Mercola.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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abe5680

Getting straight on the Ivermectin would be a great idea, imo.  A slightly different drug is

Fenbendazole, I think it was called, which is a dog dewormer! There was an interview with a man who

had basically been sent home by doctors and advised to book straight into a hospice. Instead, he was

talking to a vet etc. Anyway, he ended up taking this dog-dewormer drug - I checked and he was also

taking vitamin E and CBD oil. Anyway, end result is he's still with us several years later and all his

tumours disappeared - he had it everywhere. I'd be starting off with a parasite cleans and then there

are a LOT of excellent natural treatments that people have made videos about to credit them with their

own survival. I wish your friend well.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

jca652041

I’m still not on board with the whole shedding thing. Mad cow disease was caused by cows being fed

cows. The second that stopped, mad cow disease stopped. Despite never locking down, working at a

grocery store unmasked all during BS-19 and working feet from a vaccination site I still haven’t gotten

sick, no dementia, hearts just �ne. Personally I think the shedding thing is BS. You inject something that’s

one thing. But getting prions from breathing someone’s air I don’t buy into for a second.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

hoplitex

Attitude de�nitely is a factor and, buddy, sounds like you got it in spades!

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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1digger

Call it whatever you like but it's still transmission; it's something that Big Pharma has worked on for

decades. By he vaccine industry's own admission, the Covid 'vaccines' create the ability to transmit by

"Inhalation or Skin Contact", thus the recipient becomes a carrier and potential super spreader up to

and including being able to become re-infected. P�zer starting on page 62: thecovidblog.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/03/C4591001-P�zer-Clinical-P..  Documents From FDA, P�zer Show That

COVID “Vaccine” Shedding Is Real discernreport.com/proof-documents-from-fda-p�zer-show-that-

covid-vaccine-shedding-is-real Health of Pure Bloods Threatened by Shedding of mRNA and Spike

Protein petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/health-of-pure-bloods-threatened What is Vaccine

Shedding and Should I be Concerned About it? worldcouncilforhealth.org/.../what-is-vaccine-shedding

 COVID Vaccine Shedding Canaries in the Mine theepochtimes.com/health/covid-vaccine-shedding-

canaries-in-the-mine_4853276.html

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

forbiddenhealing

The most "valuable scientists" throughout history were those who created the most deadly weapons.

Given the US/UK/Israeli military-pharmaceutical-media industrial complex death cult and its genocidal

modus operandi, what sentient being could doubt the insidious covid conspiracy, after seeing the trillions

sucked out of our bones by psychopathic Mengeles and their well paid Poindexters in bioweapon labs.

The time-lapse time-bomb vaxxx provides plausible deniability for the rat-*** perpetrators' escape. And

since their handlers own the law and justice system, we can only rely on karma for retribution.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

shaglus

Indeed.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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Guillermou

Yes, THE NAMES & FACES OF THE BILDERBERGERS WHO MANIPULATED THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

RESPONSE More than 150 Bilderberg members (of the 1,861 still alive) have played an important role

in the Covid-19 event. Many, perhaps most, of the following have actively served in various roles; This

page attempts to name and shame them and reveal the roles they have played. The article is very

complete and interesting. expose-news.com/2024/04/28/bilderbergers-who-manipulated-you-and-

covid..  (04/28/2024). ---

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

louisstark

I never read anything about the effects of the J and J shot.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

karlyn2

Agreed. When it comes to the J&J it’s crickets.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

blomgren

Tore Maras of toresays and toresaid.com told us about Prions related to the jab years ago. However I love

how you write up your articles!

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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Kashi

Causes one to consider the tremendous upheaval with all these extreme woke actions and protesters

world wide that are so misguided. Is this part of the plandemic? Loss of critical thinking may be one of the

�rst causalities.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

rrealrose

Good point - hadn't associated the protesting on the College greens to the shot mandates.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

rkostoff

1. Look at the sponsors: CDC et al; all vaxx promoters. Why should we believe this study any more than

other CDC-sponsored studies. 2. They selected 13 AESIs. What were the criteria used? Why didn't they

select hundreds? 3. The longest duration was 42 days. That rules out the long-term and intermediate-term

diseases, and focuses on the short-term effects. Most cancers and similarly long-latency diseases will be

ignored.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

DotsiA

We never got the shots and have been following the FLCCC protocols from the beginning of this horri�c

mess, and are doing �ne, but can't help but wonder what the future holds. Sounds like the elimination of

humanity is underway.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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pillroller

Horsefeathers

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

hoplitex

Humanity: "harder to kill than a cockroach and as easy to deal with as a cornered rat".

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

GoldenBlaosdale

I am convinced this is what has happened to my mum 91. Against my better judgement, she had three

P�zer mRNA During the Covid, she was diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment. Two years later she is

diagnosed with Alzheimer's dementia and the consultant in the UK said this is happened very quickly. It's

anecdotal but I know I think.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

pjucla

Behavioral changes are quite evident . All of it is so sad

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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brodiebrock12

Watch people when you shop or in group gatherings. Many seem to be so "out of it" in the way they

move thru life now.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

Guillermou

Yes, Dr. Bhakdi was one of the �rst top global doctors to warn about the deadly and debilitating

effects of the CV19 vax. He was right. Dr. Bhakdi says there is proof that if the injections reach the

heart or the brain, they will be damaged beyond repair. Dr. Bhakdi brings up one autopsy that found

this and explains, “In multiple parts of the brain in this deceased man, the doctor found the same

thing. . . . He found the damned spike proteins in the smallest capillaries of the brain. . . There is no

repair because what the doctor found was these small vessels were attacked by the immune system

and destroyed. The doctor found irrefutable evidence of brain cell damage of cells that are dead and

dying. This poor fellow died because his brain cells were dying.

. . . The same patient that died . . . . had this multifocal, meaning at many different locations,

necrotizing, meaning dying, encephalitis. . . . He had typical things being seen now in people post vax.

They lose their personality. They lose their minds. They lose their capacity to think. They become

demented. They can’t hear. They can’t speak. They can’t see. They are no longer the humans that they

were. They are destroyed human beings. Their brains are destroyed. The doctor found something so

terrible he had to publish right away COVID-19 VAX DESTROYS HEARTS & BRAINS OF BILLIONS OF

PEOPLE DR. SUCHARIT BHAKDI www.globalresearch.ca/covid-19-vax-destroys-hearts-brains-billions-

peo..

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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glassfuser

My utmost THANKS to Dr Mercola for opening doors to information one can hardly �nd these days. GUI,

you and the multitude of others have contributed and shared information that is extremely rare for the

average person to obtain. I did not get the evil shot but remaining 3 siblings did. I pray for them daily. I �nd

this forum to be priceless and am sorry so many are suffering. My Nurse Practitioner husband died in Mar

2020, age 69, of glioblastoma brain cancer of which I attribute to the polio vax in the 50’s. (Our own govt

admits to experimenting on us using the SV40 monkey virus with it) We have to wonder how totally wicked

is this nightmare?

 Posted On 05/01/2024

 

drgradio

I tried to tell those colonoscopy pushersthey don’t even know what folded prions are I may as well talk to

them about their favorite color m&m’s candies.

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

okaythennews

Thank you Dr Mercola. Happy to see you referenced my research. I keep a handy summary here, with links

to the videos of my presentations for ICS and the US Senate: okaythennews.substack.com/.../science-

summary-covid-19-vaccines  . Do let me know if you'd like me to come up with a guest post about the

jabs, I have some ideas.

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

Suzicreamcheese

Thank you yet again Dr. Mercola.!

 Posted On 04/30/2024
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and4831

The best way to preserve overall health is to keep your blood running like water! Good circulation is

upstream from good health. So it should come as no surprise that a vaccination that clots blood also

would be implicated in dementia. Your brain especially is a vascular system and needs good circulation!

Keep your circulatory system healthy with a heart-healthy diet, exercise (get out of breath 1 x a day), and

all the other stuff Dr Mercola recommends.

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

kbam�eld

this reads like we're all screwed. I posted many times on many forums over the past 4 years that the jabs

promote a mitation response from the virus that's purpose is to survive and thrive. the more jabs the more

issues until now where there is contagion. What next? we all turn into queens

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

samwoo

Fascinating listening to Dr. Kevin McCairn and so nice to see someone treat a child’s intrusion in a kindly

manner. I also appreciate the inclusion of even the small amount of data on Astrazenica as millions of us

had that too but all research seems to be on mRNA. My mum had the British cocktail’ of two AZ plus Pf

boosters, her cognitive function is dropping rapidly

 Posted On 04/30/2024
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Darwina

I wonder if AZ is quick to injure or kill so you dropped or something bad happened or it didn't and

that's why it got removed.  Maybe P�z is the slow one which takes a few years and has many many

side effects.  Most over 65 here in Aus had two AZ and then a P�z booster. All the young ones had 2

or 3 P�z.

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

mettalaw

Incredibly important article--thousand thanks!

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

GoldCoaster

From what I've read here, the spike protein damage and prion shedding will result in our brains becoming

mush and then an early death. (Plus increasing 5G will exacerbate this. Elon doesn't seem to realized this

with continuing to put G5 satellites in space beaming down on the earth, and into his brain as well). This is

genocide. ...........With it becoming apparent that the planned future of humans is to be eventually

implanted with devices to connect us to AI, becoming slaves to the New World Order, how are we going to

be of use as sick and damaged life forms?

AI won't enable us to function in any manner that would serve the masters once we're irreversibly

damaged. These global elites, once they've syphoned all the wealth from the feeders and killed and/or

maimed them, will still need manufacturing, builders, technicians, farmers, and health care workers etc.,

to survive in the modern life style on earth. They're delighting in the genocide, but I can't see how they

think their future world is going to function to their bene�t.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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Almond

I have been thinking about brain function and in�ammation. Why are people going hungry in our area,

where there is so much free food available? (I realize it is not like this everywhere.) So much food goes to

waste--there is no virtue in wastefulness. This is a mindset—as an elderly friend used to call it, “a lack of

righteous thinking”. => People believing that food comes from the govt or the grocer. People do not take

advantage of opportunities to help themselves because they are waiting to be taken care of.

Like a toddler at a banquet, sitting under the table and crying instead of standing up and helping himself

to what is within reach. This is the result of dependency-training. People do not plan ahead and put food

up in-season when food is free and abundant. I have a dear friend who is very concerned about food

shortages, so she bought a 10# sack of rice. That is the extent of her prepping! Like it might be a good

idea to have some seed and plant food during times like these. She tells me her concerns and then gets a

deer-in-the-headlights stare if I suggest she might want to buy a few extra cans of food or water each

week.

Many people �nd a false sense of security in denial and convince themselves nothing bad will ever

happen to them. Perhaps people have been coddled in a world of 'safe spaces' for too long? It is a very

scary situation when I consider how many people have an entitlement mentality and expect to be taken

care of. How poorly they regulate their emotions and strike out when they do not get what they want.

Not sure if we will have a black swan event before the next election. Whether there will even be an

election. The economy will crash? -Or another plandemic with our liberties revoked. I am a realist, not a

fear-monger. Special interests that will do anything to disrupt the election. The means they choose could

create widespread chaos. Are we also ready for a younger generation with premature dementia due to on-

the-job vaxine mandates?

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

catlover13

How long before doctors connect enough dots to realize that the Plandemic was designed by the puppet

masters from the start as a tool to depopulate the planet? Not soon enough...

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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Darwina

Well if we could work it out from almost day one why couldn't they?

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

drgradio

Yup depopulation and they took those Georgia Guide-stones downbecause they knew their population

number was already achieved

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

mmmbeckwithwindstream.ne

OK, now I'm concerned about the possibility of a reaction from the one J & J jab that I got just before they

suppended it. I see where the Astra Zeneca can or has some neurological effects such as the Guillain-

Barre syndome that starts with tingling and weakness in the feet and legs. I've had these strange

symptoms, not with weakness really, but with tingling in my feet and legs that I thought might just be

nerves (for whatever reason), but after reading this news, am very concerned about what is causing this,

and sometimes it's not notiable even. My GP didn't have any ideas what this might be, unless it's the start

of neropathy, I'm 79 yrs old, when I mentioned it about 3 months ago when all of my blood work was �ne. I

know the J & J and Astra Z are similar, except the J & J was one jab, the other 2. Since that time, I have

not had any of the follow up jabs and never will. Any suggestions from anyone on what I can could

possibly do that might help this?

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

bpm4539

Parasite cleanse probably.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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samwoo

I found relief from tingling in arms and legs and feet pain with synthetic (absorbable) B1

Benfotiamine. I was actually taking it for something else and found this as a bonus. A lot of jab

injuries to me look like low B1 too.

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

catlover13

I suggest joining the Project Avalon forum where there is a plethora of information about vaccines,

what's in them, and how to detox. It's free to join, (supported by donations) though you have to be

"vetted" at �rst to make sure you aren't a shill or troll. Members have access to much more info and

options. I don't think mainstream doctors are testing for the more insidious things that we are being

infested with now, such as self-replicating nanobots. Our reality is becoming very dystopian.

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

kingmullen

Is it the Jab only? If you got Covid but did not receive any shots. Is there still a risk. Dr. Mercola writes allot

about the Jab. I do not read much about Covid alone. I read it was a different SaRs Covid in itself. I would

like to read more about it. Most especially, I believe the majority of people that are members of this site

did not take any Covid shot, yet still contracted the virus. Speaking for myself. It was the strangest �u, I

have ever encountered in my 65 years.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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eveningsunrise

I believe Dr Nehls is correct that it’s not just the vaccine but also the virus causing cognitive decline. I

never got the vaccine but had the virus Jan 2021(mild but strangest �u ever) and have experienced

memory loss ever since. I am relatively healthy (no meds, have psoriasis) 61 yo trying

supplements/diet to �ght it. I was fortunate to have a Dr willing to write an exemption because I had

Guillian Barre’ Syndrome in 1984 and haven’t had a vaccine since.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

catlover13

Lots of info about all that on the Project Avalon forum. Free to join, though you have to be "vetted" to

make sure you aren't a troll or shill. It's not just the jabs!

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

Elizabitch

My mother, an active, extremely healthy 94 year old passed from CJ syndrome. She was the only member

of my family to get the vax. She was an avid MSM watcher and despite our assurances, she got scared. I

will never forgive.

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

wareagle82

These jabs just keep on giving, and our govt STILL has them on the recommended childhood vaccination

schedule.

 Posted On 04/29/2024
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drgradio

The jabs are banned in other countries!

 Posted On 04/30/2024

 

nateanthony

I am very concerned about the shedding properties of prions and other contagious elements of vaccines.

How dangerous is close contact and what is considered close contact?? Can prions be transmitted by

sitting next to someone, handshake, hugging, kissing, intercourse, sneezing, coughing, spitting, sharing

food or drinking glasses? Is avoidance of certain people we are in close contact with at work, school,

friends (or even strangers) who we know have been taking the shots being overly cautious and extremely

paranoid? pixels.com/.../nate-anthony

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

2Bt7374

I read labels and always have. How people lined up to get this shot without knowing what was in it is one

of the greatest tragedies. That these prions can be shed to the unvaxxed is a nightmare. I want to know

HOW they are shed and what can we do to protect ourselves. Or can we ?

 Posted On 04/29/2024

 

drgradio

COLONOSCOPY

 Posted On 04/30/2024
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Margarete123

Unfortunately I know this to be true. A PA in their forties, an acquaintance, was dxd with cdj a couple

months ago. Luckily they only lived for about 6 weeks afterwards. Left behind family with young children.

So sad.
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kopern79

Anyone remember “operation warp speed”? And who was behind it? Everyone is blaming JB when really

for decades all of our own political �gures have sold us out. We are the lab rats.
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rrealrose

Dates back to sometime after sars-cov1, and came from a DoD/DARPA program. Bill Gates has written

text from 2009, showing lockdowns and masking already intended. Not an easy topic to research,

pawing through govt records; was not focused on trapping any of this. You may want to look at the

draft of Crimson Contagion, an 8-month exercise run in real time in 2019. The draft is posted on the

Brownstone Institute website, shows how many Federal and state agencies were involved.
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CarolyneMas

I remember hearing about this possibility very early on.
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brodiebrock12

So many were warning, and yet is was just allowed unabated to execute as an agenda, and the reality

is it still IS
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